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Abstract: The techniques of attended reproduction those are included in the wide concept of
Biotechnology on reproduction play an important role in the breeding of the swine livestock. The
spermatic cryopreservation, in brief, offers the possibility to improve the usage of artificial insemination
trying with sperms of boars with better genetic characteristics. Because they cannot carry out the
reproduction by themselves and it allows the conservation of the sperms in an indefinite way, to be used
further or to contribute its population rescue of these autochthonous breeds in danger of extinction. Other
biotechnologies those have application possibilities in of swine’s reproduction are: artificial insemination,
transfer of embryos, in vitro fecundation, cloning and transgenesis. All these items shall be briefly
explained in this article.
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INTRODUCTION

The world demographic development drives
probably to figure about 12000 million people in 3 or
4 decades, the agreement of international scientific
community has increased the capacity of animals to
transform high nutrition foods quality for human
consumption. It has caused it so, in the last years,
which many countries have been motivated to search in
Biotechnologies of attending applied reproduction to the
animal production, a fact that offers the possibility to
increase the improvement from the cattle productivity
into a quicker rhythm, opposite to conventional Animal
Reproduction. T Reproduction Biotechnology then,
applies the b iological knowledge of Animal
Reproduction in benefit of obtaining new products and
developmental alternative and more efficient processes
for the Animal Production .[18]

During  last  decade, a considerable interest
existed to develop new technologies for attended
reproduction, as well as for its possible application in
the  production of farm animals and the improvement
of  the well-being and health in humans. This last
facet, for example, has today deep acceptance in our
society,  however, the application and acceptance of
the  Biotechnology  of  reproduction  in  the  field  of
animal  production  still  present  difficulties,  because

it  depends  considerably  on the perception of the
risks  and  benefits  that  makes society, as well as
the cultural degree that has the consumer, what
conditions the progress can experience in this field.
Before this fact, fits to say that its application to a
great  scale  can represent a remarkable improvement
of  the  cattle resources, allowing to obtain animals
with better characteristics of economic importance,
alleviating  this  way  the  problem  of the readiness
of  foods  of high quality, mainly in the
underdeveloped countries. They contribute, in the same
way, to the conservation and safeguard of the genetic
variability of animal species in extinction danger, a
fact, that threatens in a way so lamentable the
planetary biodiversity. And mainly, their use allows to
take advantage and to make use of reproductive
animals with characteristic of economic importance by
means of the cryopreservation of the germinal
material .[1]

Among the numerous techniques of attended
reproduction that improve the imprecise concept of
Biotechnology of the Reproduction, we have judged
opportune to introduce to the reader those that, for
their relevance or importance, constitute the base of the
zootechnic progress or those that have acquired recent
relevance. The spermatic cryopreservation, central spect
of this paper, fits in this topic.
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Table 1: World situation of the artificial insem ination in  swine (source: Hansen, 2001).

Country Inseminated sows Level utilization 1 2

Europe 22 40

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CEE* 12 55

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

America of the north 9 35

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

America of the south 4 25

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

USA 7 50

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

M éxico 0.85 30

: x 1061

: %2

*European Economic Community

Technicals of Importants Attended Reproduction in
Swine Production: 

Artificial Insemination: Of all the biotechnologies
applied to the attended reproduction, the artificial

insemination (IA) it is the one that more impact has
had on the animal production, because, during the past

50 years, its use has contributed more than any other
one to the control of the illnesses and the improvement

genetic . In the swinish species, in short, se/he is[23 ,19]

practiced in the entire world in 25% of the 72 million

sows existent (table 1). The European countries are
who apply it at the highest level, mainly in France,

Finland and Spain, with 70-80% of the sows census in
insemination regime. Denmark, Holland and Sweden,

with 60-70%, and Austria, Germany and Ireland, with
50-60%, they also deserve to be outstanding. In

countries like the United States of America and
Mexico, on the other hand, deposited enormous

expectations of growth are hand, probably reaching in
the year 2006 application levels similar to those of

Europe .[11]

Embryos Transfer: The interest of this biotechnology
resides in that facilitates the quick diffusion of the

genetic characteristics of the female, geing compared
then in importance to the artificial insemination, to the

being this the election vehicle for the diffusion of the
masculine genetics. Its setting in practice, nevertheless,

requires the development of other biotechnologies, as
the induction of the superovulation and the

synchronization of the heat, in the donating females
and recipients of the embryos .[23]

The technique offers genetic, reproductive and
sanitary considerable nature advantages, as the import

and export of embryos, the possibility to multiply the
descendant of the females of interest, the introduction

of new races, the control of illnesses, the conservation
of genetic material, the resolution of some infertility

problems, and the embrionary micro-manipulation .[13]

In vitro Fecundation (IVF): In a principle, this
biotechnology  was guided to the study of factors

related  with the fecundation, the spermatic training,

the  maturation of the oocytes, the intimate mechanism
of  the  interaction among gametes, and the study of

the  signs  that  you/they  intervene in the
development processes and differentiation of the

embryo   aspects that, with the time, they have[20 ,16]

taken great importance, as much as animal species as

in the human being.
In what concerns to the swine species, the FIV is

applied in a routine way to value the capacity
fertilizing of the sperms, what allows to classify and to

select to the best reproducers in function of the quality
of its seminal material. However, its practical

application in the commercial animal production still
presents certain problems related with the delay in the

embryonic development and the high polispermy
indexes that you obtained , She/he needs, therefore,[12 ,8]

to be perfected, going the efforts lately toward the
study and improvement of the protocols existents ,[5]

because  the  success of the technique not only
depends  on  the  sperms  and manipulated oocytes,

but also of intrinsic factors to the process like they are
the spermatic training, the in vitro co culture

(composition of the means, volume of the means, time
of co culture, …), and the valuation of the results[14]

(figure 1).
In the last two decades, nevertheless, a growing

interest has been developed to use the biotechnology in
the production of embryos that will be transferred in

fresh, or conserved for its later use. This is applied
mainly in the cattle, sheep and swine .[9 ,10]

In humans, on the other hand, the application of
the FIV has a purely clinical purpose, being used it in

the resolution of problems of fertility. The number of
couples needing this service, it has grown spectacularly

in the last years .[15]

Cloning: The antecedents of this technique go back to
1938, but it is in the decade of the 90s when acquires

extraordinary dimensions in favour of the zootechnic
progress . This progress has been applied in swine.[24]

Basically, it is used to obtain gens, cellular populations,
or identical individuals, starting from a single

progenitor or gamete.
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Fig. 1: Factors that intervene in the IVF [14]

Fig. 2: Application of  biotechnologies in attended animal reproduction.

Transgenesis: This term makes reference to obtaining

animals whose genetic material (DNA) it has been

modify. This means to introduce in the animal one or

more strange genes, which are able to transmit that

modification to the descendant. One of the last

advances in attended reproduction applied to the animal

production, and it has progressed spectacularly in the

last 15 years, in such a way that, after being applied

exclusively in mice their use has extended to other

animals as rats, rabbits, cows, goats, birds and

fishes . In swine the production of transgenic animals[17]

facilitates the transfer of vital organs to human beings,

which is known as xenotransplant, promising field in

modern medicine.

Spermatic Cryopreservation: This technique has been

developed, mainly, to satisfy two fundamental

necessities. In first place, the conservation of valuable

genetic material for indefinite time, application which

contributes in an important way to the conservation

animal species in danger of extinction . And, in[2 1 ]

second place, the development of IA, what represents,

maybe their application par excellence.

In swine, nevertheless, the use of frozen semen in

artificial insemination is quite limited . It is owed it,[21]

fundamentally because the capacity of the sperm is

seriously affected by the cryopreservation process, and

the reader will find more in later chapters of the

monograph treatment in depth of this fact. There are,

however, important reasons to foment the use of the

frozen semen in the porcine artificial insemination ,[25]

and in this sense, recent results obtained under

conditions in  vitro  predict encouraging[1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,6 ]

perspectives for it.

In conclusion, the combination of advances in the

biotechnologies in attended animal reproduction in the

swine,  allow  nowadays opening a wide horizon

(figure 2) in the reproduction and animal production in

benefit of the optimization of the reproductive

efficiency of this species and others with economic

importance.
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